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Update the Launcher on your Android device for MIUI experience, which is available on all devices running Android 4.1 or later. This is not on the official MIUI launcher, it is highly customizable, clean, miUI launcher with the app drawer look. + MIUI icons, flat design, size customizable icon + colorful background icon,
disable it MIUI background icon + thousands of icon theme support in Play Store + customizable desktop grid + lock, Unlock Office + Infinite Scrolling to Desktop and Dock + All applications in the drawer, and you can hide applications + Scrollable Dock, customizable dock pages and number of dock icons in Apk
Launcher Pro from alancash on July 20, 2016 Mi Launcher Pro upgrade the launcher to your Android device for MIUI experience, available on all devices running Android 4.1 or later. This is not the official MIUI launcher, it is a highly customizable, clean MIUI look launcher with the App Drawer. Mi Launcher Features: •
MIUI icons, flat design, customizable icon size • Colorful icon background, disable it to use MIUI icon background • Support thousands of icon themes in the Play Store • Customizable desktop grid • Lock, Unlock Desktop • Infinite Scrolling to Desktop and Dock • All apps in the drawer, and you can hide apps • Scrollable
dock, customizable dock pages and number of dock icons • Screen alignment • Standard desktop screen • Edit shortcut icons and text • Enable/disable wallpaper scrolling • Resize each widget • More customizations and options WAS'S NEW 1.0.9 How to install? Download Apk (link below). On your Android device, go to
settings &gt; Security &gt; Allow unknown sources. Find downloaded APK on your phone and install it. Finished. Enjoy! Screenshots Download Links Mi Launcher Pro | Mirror (Version 1.0.9) Mi Launcher Pro | Mirror (Version 1.0.7) Mi Launcher Pro Version: 1.0 (10)Package: com.mi.launcher.pro 23697 downloads Target:
Jelly Bean 4.1.x API level 16 1fa624ec764b7b25330a27a6782a68f7 added on 2017-09-10 15:11:06 by rahullah Mi Launcher Pro 1.0 APK Download by Mi App Your download will available in 9 seconds com.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSE launcher, launcher3, launcher apk, launcher ne demek, launcher minecraft,
launcher nedir, launcher indir, launcher icon, launcher epic games, launcheroneSo, this method comes into the picture and works flawlessly. virtualxposed for gameguardian apk download. Download VirtualXposed for.... Reigns APK Pro V1.0.9 Build 27 Cracked [Newest] rules, governs meaning, ... Tags : Games Apk
Download Mi Launcher 2.22.0 hacks and cheats Android Apk.... Update the launcher on your Android device for MIUI experience, available on all devices running Android 4.1 or later. This is not the official MIUI launcher, is a.... Description of BlockLauncher Pro. ON JELLY BEAN, THIS APPLICATION CANNOT USE
ORIGINAL MINECRAFT TEXTURES WITHOUT ROOT ACCESS!. Download APK. Mi Launcher Pro. Update the launcher on your Android device for MIUI experience, available on all devices with 4.1.... DESCRIPTION Cool Mi Launcher is MIUI 11 Launcher style, add with many valuable features, it makes your phone
look like newest XiaoMi.... [New Post] Mi Launcher Prime (MIUI) 1.1.5 Apk - Wing-android. ... Mi Launcher Prime (MIUI) v1.1.5 APK Demands: 4.0.3 and up This ... [New Post] IObit Malware Fighter 3.4.0.9 Lifetime PRO Serial Keys are here! [Latest].. Install Mi Launcher Pro to unlock the Pro features in Mi Launcher.
IMPORTANT: You must have the latest version of Mi Launcher installed (free) on your device. Download KKM Launcher Prime 1.01 Key APK For Android. KKM Launcher Prime ... Mi Launcher Pro v1.0.9 APK DOWNLOAD [All Features] 2.... Mi Launcher Pro Theme - Download Mi Launcher Premium Android Launcher
Theme App for free, Upgrade the Launcher on your Android device.... Mi X Launcher mi x Launcher prime apk mi x Launcher uptodown mi x Launcher ... prime cracked apk mi x Launcher pro mod apk mi x Launcher mod mi x ... etc.; Mi X Launcher make your phone look like latest cool Mi 10 phone.. Download the latest
apk, copy it to your phone and install it via File Explorer. For the cake just start LMT, put actions on the different circular discs and start the.... Super P Launcher for Android P 9.0 v3.1 Prime Cracked APK ... Super P Launcher is a cool and highly customizable Android P 9.0.... Mi X Launcher is inspired by MI 10 Launcher
and adds many useful features, such as.B. all apps drawer, gestures, hide app, gesture fastball, etc.; Mi X Launcher.... MiX Launcher for Mi Launcher + v7.3 [Prime] Cracked APK is here ! [Latest]. Mi X Launcher is inspired by MI 10 Launcher and adds many useful features such as... ... Mod APK with 3x speed.
Downloadmi Launcher Mod APK on HappyModDownload. ... Mi Launcher Mod Mi Launcher Mod v1.0.9 (Unlocked) Features: Unlocked Upgrade of ... 17 03:33:46 CEST 2035. Serial number, 936eacbe07f201df.... Miui 10 Dark White AMOLED UI - Icon Pack - Apps on Google Play. Introducing White AMOLEDBased to
the latest style with smooth and squircle ... Vibrance Light Substratum Theme Oreo Support v1.2 Patched ... P9 Launcher - Android P 9.0 Style Launcher v2.2 Prime... Cornie_Icons v4.0.9_build_177.apk - 43.1 MB. Download Mi Launcher v1.1.1 (Pro) Android - MIUI Style Launcher. ... Mi App. Latest version: 1.1.1.
Published: 2015-12-06. Updated: 2018-06-12. Content rating: ... v3.4.2 (Pro) EM Launcher for EMUI v1.0.9 (Premium).. Mi Launcher Pro v1.0.9. Version:1.0.9. 4.3. Update the launcher on your Android device for MIUI experience, available on all devices running Android 4.1 or later.... Download CM Launcher 3D Pro 1.0.9
Patched APK For Android. CM Launcher Pro v1.0.9 Patched .apk. Additional... 50e0b7e615 seigneur des anneaux trilogie version longue 1080p vs 4kpro tools 10 crack ilok driversKoukou Debut Movie Download FreeRetro Web Background KitCummins Calterm Iii Keygen Downloadthe Poster Boys in hindi dubbed
downloadtimeworkrelojchecadorfullcrackPoint Layout 2006 32 Bit Download TorrentPaiya TorrentPaiya Songs 720p Torrent3design Cad 7 Crack Full FOLLOW US Page 2 FOLLOW US Page 3 FOLLOW US Cover Image click to edit * Recommended to upload a 720*312 image as cover item description UPDATED latest
version of 30/10/20! Hello, MiFans! With this publication, Mi Community brings you the information and download of the APK of the MIUI system launcher in its latest version. Remember that this is an ALPHA version, that is, very advanced, but in development! There may be some bugs, although those of us who use it
have found nothing remarkable in terms of problems, but this will depend a lot on any version of MIUI. Also remember that Poco branded phones have their own system launcher, which is not compatible with MIUI, which is shared in this thread. Another fact to note is that it does not seem to work with MIUI 11, at least in
the versions in which we have tried to test it. It apparently works with MIUI, but with Android 10.What is the system launcher? It takes care of the organization of everything we see on our screens as long as our MiPhone USES MIUI as an interface, that is, all but the MiPhones of the &amp;amp;quot; A&amp;amp;quot
Series; Whose Interface is Android One, more or less stock version of Android.How do you install it? The installation is similar to any other APK you have previously installed. We go to the download link that we attach at the end of the thread, download it and at the end of the download by clicking on the APK, we need to
grant the browser the permissions to install from unknown sources. The alert that appears on the screen already allows us to access the submenu without having to search. The most important novelty it brings is visual. In this latest ALPHA version you can rearrange the multitasking or the latest of the classic way in
Xiaomi for a few versions of MIUI, that is, vertically or horizontally Android type in its latest versions. This is the most important novelty, but further, although we have commented that it may be mistakes to be an ALPHA, it is no less successful to verify that for many users who have just received MIUI 12, it will also be an
APK that can greatly polish the possible delays, bugs of any kind etc. that our MiPhones have with the first or second version of MIUI 12. To change the way we see the windows in the last or multitasking, we need to access the settings of the phone, the home screen and scroll down the screen to find
&amp;amp;amp;quot;arrange elements in recent years&amp;amp;amp;quot;. You can also access this menu by pinching the home screen with two fingers and clicking and then click on more. Can you uninstall it? Yes, there are several ways to replace the ALPHA version that our MIUI 12.1 version brought with it. From
Settings:Let's go to phone settings, apps, installed apps, system launchers (or launcher launchers Click on the app, scroll down to the options and we should uninstall &amp;amp;quot;updates&amp;amp;quot; To find. With this simple method, we need to go back to the version we used to have. After uninstalling, a
manual restart is recommended.2. From System Updater:Access of phone settings, phone information, system updater, three dots right, &amp;amp;quot;Download latest update&amp;amp;amp;quot;, we do, and then we give you to update or install. We waited for the whole process and in the end we have to have the
update as we had before installing this APK. Note: In both processes of switching between system launchers, a manual restart by the user is recommended. Where do we download it?:There are groups on Telegram that have already shared the APK for a few days, but from here we will let you download the download
link to the Mirror APK website, which is very secure. If you click on the link below, we will access the version for download, look at the nomenclature, as several launchers are available. My Alpha Launcher latest versionWhen the option is changed and so remains the &amp;amp;amp;last&amp;amp;quot; Receive an
advertisement. We hope you find it very useful and interesting. We read, Community.-TYR-Author's Note: Thanks to user MarcosPorto for the idea, greetings. Remember that the Mi Community photography channel awaits you HERE!- Other Threads of interest:Ultra Battery Saving ModeMis 8 Challenge I'm Week 4 I'm
Creating FeedbackMi 10 T Pro: Unboxing and First ImpressionsAss to our ShotByMi photo exhibition: vote and take amazing gifts. Add column to column * Changes are irreversible after submitting page 2 cover image click for editing * Recommended to upload a 720*312 image as cover item description UPDATED latest
version of 30/10/20! Hello, MiFans! With this publication, Mi Community brings you the information and download of the APK of the MIUI system launcher in its latest version. Remember that this is an ALPHA version, that is, very advanced, but in development! There may be some bugs, although those of us who use it
have found nothing remarkable in terms of problems, but this will depend a lot on any version of MIUI. Also remember that Poco branded phones have their own system launcher, which is not compatible with MIUI, which is shared in this thread. Another fact to note is that it does not seem to work with MIUI 11, at least in
the versions in which we have tried to test it. It apparently works with MIUI, but with Android 10.What is the system launcher? It takes care of the organization of everything we see on our screens as long as our MiPhone USES MIUI as an interface, means all but the MiPhones of the &amp;amp;quot; A&amp;amp;quot
Series; their interface is Android One, more or less stock version of Android.How Android.How Installed? The installation is similar to any other APK you have previously installed. We go to the download link that we attach at the end of the thread, download it and at the end of the download by clicking on the APK, we
need to grant the browser the permissions to install from unknown sources. The alert that appears on the screen already allows us to access the submenu without having to search. The most important novelty it brings is visual. In this latest ALPHA version you can rearrange the multitasking or the latest of the classic way
in Xiaomi for a few versions of MIUI, that is, vertically or horizontally Android type in its latest versions. This is the most important novelty, but further, although we have commented that it may be mistakes to be an ALPHA, it is no less successful to verify that for many users who have just received MIUI 12, it will also be
an APK that can greatly polish the possible delays, bugs of any kind etc. that our MiPhones have with the first or second version of MIUI 12. To change the way we see the windows in the last or multitasking, we need to access the settings of the phone, the home screen and scroll down the screen to find



&amp;amp;amp;quot;arrange elements in recent years&amp;amp;amp;quot;. You can also access this menu by pinching the home screen with two fingers and clicking Settings, and then clicking more. Can you uninstall it? Yes, there are several ways to replace the ALPHA version that our MIUI 12.1 version brought with
it. From settings:Let's go to phone settings, apps, installed apps, system launcher (or system launcher), click on the app, scroll down to the options and we should &amp;amp;amp;quot; Uninstall updates&amp;amp;quot; To find. With this simple method, we need to go back to the version we used to have. After
uninstalling, a manual restart is recommended.2. From System Updater:Access of phone settings, phone information, system updater, three dots right, &amp;amp;quot;Download latest update&amp;amp;amp;quot;, we do, and then we give you to update or install. We waited for the whole process and in the end we have
to have the update as we had before installing this APK. Note: In both processes of switching between system launchers, a manual restart by the user is recommended. Where do we download it?:There are groups on Telegram that have already shared the APK for a few days, but from here we will let you download the
download link to the Mirror APK website, which is very secure. If you click on the link below, we will access the version for download, take a look at the because multiple launchers are available. My Alpha Launcher latest versionWhen the option is changed and so remains the &amp;amp;amp;last&amp;amp;quot; Receive
an advertisement. We hope you find it very useful and interesting. We we Community.-TYR-Author's Note: Thanks to user MarcosPorto for the idea, greetings. Remember that the Mi Community photography channel awaits you HERE!- Other Threads of interest:Ultra Battery Saving ModeMis 8 Challenge I-Week 4 I-
Creating FeedbackMi 10 T Pro: Unboxing and First ImpressionsAss to our ShotByMi photo exhibition: vote and take away amazing gifts. Add column to column * Changes are irreversible after submitting page 3 cover image click for editing * Recommended to upload a 720*312 image as cover item description UPDATED
latest version of 30/10/20! Hello, MiFans! With this publication, Mi Community brings you the information and download of the APK of the MIUI system launcher in its latest version. Remember that this is an ALPHA version, that is, very advanced, but in development! There may be some bugs, although those of us who
use it have found nothing remarkable in terms of problems, but this will depend a lot on any version of MIUI. Also remember that Poco branded phones have their own system launcher, which is not compatible with MIUI, which is shared in this thread. Another fact to note is that it does not seem to work with MIUI 11, at
least in the versions in which we have tried to test it. It apparently works with MIUI, but with Android 10.What is the system launcher? It takes care of the organization of everything we see on our screens as long as our MiPhone USES MIUI as an interface, that is, all but the MiPhones of the &amp;amp;quot;
A&amp;amp;quot Series; Whose Interface is Android One, more or less stock version of Android.How do you install it? The installation is similar to any other APK you have previously installed. We go to the download link that we attach at the end of the thread, download it and at the end of the download by clicking on the
APK, we need to grant the browser the permissions to install from unknown sources. The alert that appears on the screen already allows us to access the submenu without having to search. The most important novelty it brings is visual. In this latest ALPHA version you can rearrange the multitasking or the latest of the
classic way in Xiaomi for a few versions of MIUI, that is, vertically or horizontally Android type in its latest versions. This is the most important novelty, but further, although we have commented that it may be mistakes to be an ALPHA, it is no less successful to verify that for many users who have just received MIUI 12, it
will also be an APK that can greatly polish the possible delays, bugs of any kind etc. that our MiPhones have with the first or second version of MIUI 12. To change the way we change the windows in last or multitasking, we need to access the settings of the phone, the home screen and scroll down the screen to
&amp;amp;amp;quot; Arrange elements in in You can also access this menu by pinching the home screen with two fingers and clicking Settings, and then clicking more. Can you uninstall it? Yes, there are several ways to replace the ALPHA version that our MIUI 12.1 version brought with it. From settings:Let's go to
phone settings, apps, installed apps, system launcher (or system launcher), click on the app, scroll down to the options and we should &amp;amp;amp;quot; Uninstall updates&amp;amp;quot; To find. With this simple method, we need to go back to the version we used to have. After uninstalling, a manual restart is
recommended.2. From System Updater:Access of phone settings, phone information, system updater, three dots right, &amp;amp;quot;Download latest update&amp;amp;amp;quot;, we do, and then we give you to update or install. We waited for the whole process and in the end we have to have the update as we had
before installing this APK. Note: In both processes of switching between system launchers, a manual restart by the user is recommended. Where do we download it?:There are groups on Telegram that have already shared the APK for a few days, but from here we will let you download the download link to the Mirror
APK website, which is very secure. If you click on the link below, we will access the version for download, look at the nomenclature, as several launchers are available. My Alpha Launcher latest versionWhen the option is changed and so remains the &amp;amp;amp;last&amp;amp;quot; Receive an advertisement. We
hope you find it very useful and interesting. We read, Community.-TYR-Author's Note: Thanks to user MarcosPorto for the idea, greetings. Remember that the Mi Community photography channel awaits you HERE!- Other Threads of interest:Ultra Battery Saving ModeMis 8 Challenge I'm Week 4 I'm Creating
FeedbackMi 10 T Pro: Unboxing and First ImpressionsAss to our ShotByMi photo exhibition: vote and take amazing gifts. Add column to column * Changes are irreversible after submitting page 4 cover image click for editing * Recommended to upload a 720*312 image as cover item description UPDATED latest version
of 30/10/20! Hello, MiFans! With this publication, Mi Community brings you the information and download of the APK of the MIUI system launcher in its latest version. Remember that this is an ALPHA version, that is, very advanced, but in development! There may be some bugs, although those of us who use it have
found nothing remarkable in terms of problems, but this will depend a lot on any version of MIUI. Also remember that Poco branded phones have their own system launcher, which is not compatible with MIUI, which is thread is divided. Another fact to note is that it does not seem to work with MIUI 11, at least in versions
in which we have To try. It apparently works with MIUI, but with Android 10.What is the system launcher? It takes care of the organization of everything we see on our screens as long as our MiPhone USES MIUI as an interface, that is, all but the MiPhones of the &amp;amp;quot; A&amp;amp;quot Series; Whose
Interface is Android One, more or less stock version of Android.How do you install it? The installation is similar to any other APK you have previously installed. We go to the download link that we attach at the end of the thread, download it and at the end of the download by clicking on the APK, we need to grant the
browser the permissions to install from unknown sources. The alert that appears on the screen already allows us to access the submenu without having to search. The most important novelty it brings is visual. In this latest ALPHA version you can rearrange the multitasking or the latest of the classic way in Xiaomi for a
few versions of MIUI, that is, vertically or horizontally Android type in its latest versions. This is the most important novelty, but further, although we have commented that it may be mistakes to be an ALPHA, it is no less successful to verify that for many users who have just received MIUI 12, it will also be an APK that can
greatly polish the possible delays, bugs of any kind etc. that our MiPhones have with the first or second version of MIUI 12. To change the way we see the windows in the last or multitasking, we need to access the settings of the phone, the home screen and scroll down the screen to find &amp;amp;amp;quot;arrange
elements in recent years&amp;amp;amp;quot;. You can also access this menu by pinching the home screen with two fingers and clicking Settings, and then clicking more. Can you uninstall it? Yes, there are several ways to replace the ALPHA version that our MIUI 12.1 version brought with it. From settings:Let's go to
phone settings, apps, installed apps, system launcher (or system launcher), click on the app, scroll down to the options and we should &amp;amp;amp;quot; Uninstall updates&amp;amp;quot; To find. With this simple method, we need to go back to the version we used to have. After uninstalling, a manual restart is
recommended.2. From System Updater:Access of phone settings, phone information, system updater, three dots right, &amp;amp;quot;Download latest update&amp;amp;amp;quot;, we do, and then we give you to update or install. We waited for the whole process and in the end we have to have the update as we had
before installing this APK. Note: In both processes of switching System launcher, it is strongly recommended to perform a manual restart by the user.Where do we load it?:There are groups on Telegram that have already shared the APK for a few days, but from here you are you the download link to the APK Mirror
website, which is very secure. If you click on the link below, we will access the version for download, look at the nomenclature, as several launchers are available. My Alpha Launcher latest versionWhen the option is changed and so remains the &amp;amp;amp;last&amp;amp;quot; Receive an advertisement. We hope
you find it very useful and interesting. We read, Community.-TYR-Author's Note: Thanks to user MarcosPorto for the idea, greetings. Remember that the Mi Community photography channel awaits you HERE!- Other Threads of interest:Ultra Battery Saving ModeMis 8 Challenge I'm Week 4 I'm Creating FeedbackMi 10 T
Pro: Unboxing and First ImpressionsAss to our ShotByMi photo exhibition: vote and take amazing gifts. Add column to column * Changes are irreversible after submitting page 5 cover image click for editing * Recommended to upload a 720*312 image as cover item description UPDATED latest version of 30/10/20! Hello,
MiFans! With this publication, Mi Community brings you the information and download of the APK of the MIUI system launcher in its latest version. Remember that this is an ALPHA version, that is, very advanced, but in development! There may be some bugs, although those of us who use it have found nothing
remarkable in terms of problems, but this will depend a lot on any version of MIUI. Also remember that Poco branded phones have their own system launcher, which is not compatible with MIUI, which is shared in this thread. Another fact to note is that it does not seem to work with MIUI 11, at least in the versions in
which we have tried to test it. It apparently works with MIUI, but with Android 10.What is the system launcher? It takes care of the organization of everything we see on our screens as long as our MiPhone USES MIUI as an interface, that is, all but the MiPhones of the &amp;amp;quot; A&amp;amp;quot Series; Whose
Interface is Android One, more or less stock version of Android.How do you install it? The installation is similar to any other APK you have previously installed. We go to the download link that we attach at the end of the thread, download it and at the end of the download by clicking on the APK, we need to grant the
browser the permissions to install from unknown sources. The alert that appears on the screen already allows us to access the submenu without having to search. The most important novelty it brings is visual. In this latest ALPHA version you can rearrange the multitasking or the latest of the classic way in Xiaomi for a
few versions of MIUI, that is, vertically or horizontally Android type in its latest versions. This is the most important novelty, furthermore, although we have commented that it may have errors to be an ALPHA, it is no less successful to verify that for many users who have just received MIUI 12, it will also be an APK that can
polish possible delays, bugs of any kind, etc. that our MiPhones have with the first or second version of MIUI 12. To change the way we see the windows in the last or multitasking, we need to access the settings of the phone, the home screen and scroll down the screen to find &amp;amp;amp;quot;arrange elements in
recent years&amp;amp;amp;quot;. You can also access this menu by pinching the home screen with two fingers and clicking Settings, and then clicking more. Can you uninstall it? Yes, there are several ways to replace the ALPHA version that our MIUI 12.1 version brought with it. From settings:Let's go to phone
settings, apps, installed apps, system launcher (or system launcher), click on the app, scroll down to the options and we should &amp;amp;amp;quot; Uninstall updates&amp;amp;quot; To find. With this simple method, we need to go back to the version we used to have. After uninstalling, a manual restart is
recommended.2. From System Updater:Access of phone settings, phone information, system updater, three dots right, &amp;amp;quot;Download latest update&amp;amp;amp;quot;, we do, and then we give you to update or install. We waited for the whole process and in the end we have to have the update as we had
before installing this APK. Note: In both processes of switching between system launchers, a manual restart by the user is recommended. Where do we download it?:There are groups on Telegram that have already shared the APK for a few days, but from here we will let you download the download link to the Mirror
APK website, which is very secure. If you click on the link below, we will access the version for download, look at the nomenclature, as several launchers are available. My Alpha Launcher latest versionWhen the option is changed and so remains the &amp;amp;amp;last&amp;amp;quot; Receive an advertisement. We
hope you find it very useful and interesting. We read, Community.-TYR-Author's Note: Thanks to user MarcosPorto for the idea, greetings. Remember that the Mi Community photography channel awaits you HERE!- Other Threads of interest:Ultra Battery Saving ModeMis 8 Challenge I'm Week 4 I'm Creating
FeedbackMi 10 T Pro: Unboxing and First ImpressionsAss to our ShotByMi photo exhibition: vote and take amazing gifts. Add column to column * Changes are irreversible after submitting page 6 cover image click for editing * Recommended to upload a 720*312 image as cover item description UPDATED latest version
of 30/10/20! Hello, MiFans! With this publication, Mi Community brings you the information and download of the APK of the MIUI system launcher in its latest version. Think about it that it is an ALPHA version, that is, very advanced, but in development! There may be some errors even if the ones we use have not found it
Review for issues, but this depends heavily on each version of MIUI. Also remember that Poco branded phones have their own system launcher, which is not compatible with MIUI, which is shared in this thread. Another fact to note is that it does not seem to work with MIUI 11, at least in the versions in which we have
tried to test it. It apparently works with MIUI, but with Android 10.What is the system launcher? It takes care of the organization of everything we see on our screens as long as our MiPhone USES MIUI as an interface, that is, all but the MiPhones of the &amp;amp;quot; A&amp;amp;quot Series; Whose Interface is
Android One, more or less stock version of Android.How do you install it? The installation is similar to any other APK you have previously installed. We go to the download link that we attach at the end of the thread, download it and at the end of the download by clicking on the APK, we need to grant the browser the
permissions to install from unknown sources. The alert that appears on the screen already allows us to access the submenu without having to search. The most important novelty it brings is visual. In this latest ALPHA version you can rearrange the multitasking or the latest of the classic way in Xiaomi for a few versions of
MIUI, that is, vertically or horizontally Android type in its latest versions. This is the most important novelty, but further, although we have commented that it may be mistakes to be an ALPHA, it is no less successful to verify that for many users who have just received MIUI 12, it will also be an APK that can greatly polish
the possible delays, bugs of any kind etc. that our MiPhones have with the first or second version of MIUI 12. To change the way we see the windows in the last or multitasking, we need to access the settings of the phone, the home screen and scroll down the screen to find &amp;amp;amp;quot;arrange elements in
recent years&amp;amp;amp;quot;. You can also access this menu by pinching the home screen with two fingers and clicking Settings, and then clicking more. Can you uninstall it? Yes, there are several ways to replace the ALPHA version that our MIUI 12.1 version brought with it. From settings:Let's go to phone
settings, apps, installed apps, system launcher (or system launcher), click on the app, scroll down to the options and we should &amp;amp;amp;quot; Uninstall updates&amp;amp;quot; To find. With this simple method, we need to go back to the version we used to have. After uninstalling, a manual restart is
recommended.2. From the system updater:Access Phone settings, phone information, system updater, three points to the right, &amp;amp;quot;download latest update&amp;amp;amp;quot;, we do, and then we specify it or install. We waited for the whole process and in the end we have to have the update as we had
before installing this APK. Note: In both processes of switching between system launchers, a manual restart by the user is recommended. Where do we download it?:There are groups on Telegram that have already shared the APK for a few days, but from here we will let you download the download link to the Mirror
APK website, which is very secure. If you click on the link below, we will access the version for download, look at the nomenclature, as several launchers are available. My Alpha Launcher latest versionWhen the option is changed and so remains the &amp;amp;amp;last&amp;amp;quot; Receive an advertisement. We
hope you find it very useful and interesting. We read, Community.-TYR-Author's Note: Thanks to user MarcosPorto for the idea, greetings. Remember that the Mi Community photography channel awaits you HERE!- Other Threads of interest:Ultra Battery Saving ModeMis 8 Challenge I'm Week 4 I'm Creating
FeedbackMi 10 T Pro: Unboxing and First ImpressionsAss to our ShotByMi photo exhibition: vote and take amazing gifts. Add column to column * Changes are irreversible after submitting page 7 cover image click for editing * Recommended to upload a 720*312 image as cover item description UPDATED latest version
of 30/10/20! Hello, MiFans! With this publication, Mi Community brings you the information and download of the APK of the MIUI system launcher in its latest version. Remember that this is an ALPHA version, that is, very advanced, but in development! There may be some bugs, although those of us who use it have
found nothing remarkable in terms of problems, but this will depend a lot on any version of MIUI. Also remember that Poco branded phones have their own system launcher, which is not compatible with MIUI, which is shared in this thread. Another fact to note is that it does not seem to work with MIUI 11, at least in the
versions in which we have tried to test it. It apparently works with MIUI, but with Android 10.What is the system launcher? It takes care of the organization of everything we see on our screens as long as our MiPhone USES MIUI as an interface, that is, all but the MiPhones of the &amp;amp;quot; A&amp;amp;quot Series;
Whose Interface is Android One, more or less stock version of Android.How do you install it? The installation is similar to any other APK you have previously installed. We go to the download link that we attach at the end of the thread, download it and at the end of the download by clicking on the APK, we need to grant
the browser the permissions to install from unknown sources. The warning that is issued on the already allows us to access the submenu without having to search. The most important novelty it brings is visual. In this latest alpha version, you can multitask or the classic form in Xiaomi for a few versions of MIUI, that is,
vertically or horizontally tap Android in its latest versions. This is the most important novelty, but further, although we have commented that it may be mistakes to be an ALPHA, it is no less successful to verify that for many users who have just received MIUI 12, it will also be an APK that can greatly polish the possible
delays, bugs of any kind etc. that our MiPhones have with the first or second version of MIUI 12. To change the way we see the windows in the last or multitasking, we need to access the settings of the phone, the home screen and scroll down the screen to find &amp;amp;amp;quot;arrange elements in recent
years&amp;amp;amp;quot;. You can also access this menu by pinching the home screen with two fingers and clicking Settings, and then clicking more. Can you uninstall it? Yes, there are several ways to replace the ALPHA version that our MIUI 12.1 version brought with it. From settings:Let's go to phone settings, apps,
installed apps, system launcher (or system launcher), click on the app, scroll down to the options and we should &amp;amp;amp;quot; Uninstall updates&amp;amp;quot; To find. With this simple method, we need to go back to the version we used to have. After uninstalling, a manual restart is recommended.2. From
System Updater:Access of phone settings, phone information, system updater, three dots right, &amp;amp;quot;Download latest update&amp;amp;amp;quot;, we do, and then we give you to update or install. We waited for the whole process and in the end we have to have the update as we had before installing this
APK. Note: In both processes of switching between system launchers, a manual restart by the user is recommended. Where do we download it?:There are groups on Telegram that have already shared the APK for a few days, but from here we will let you download the download link to the Mirror APK website, which is
very secure. If you click on the link below, we will access the version for download, look at the nomenclature, as several launchers are available. My Alpha Launcher latest versionWhen the option is changed and so remains the &amp;amp;amp;last&amp;amp;quot; Receive an advertisement. We hope you find it very
useful and interesting. We read, Community.-TYR-Author's Note: Thanks to user MarcosPorto for the idea, greetings. Remember that the Mi Community photography channel awaits you HERE!- Other Threads of interest:Ultra Battery Saving ModeMis 8 Challenge I'm Week 4 I'm Creating FeedbackMi 10 T Pro: Unboxing
and First ImpressionsAss to our ShotByMi photo exhibition: vote and take I'm not new. Select Add column to column * Changes are irreversibly irreversible after sending
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